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The increasing in the processing power of mobile devices and the development of smartphones and
tablets is accompanied by the development of highly useful applications that take the benefit of
mobility and processing power of these devices. In turn, this started off great rush of newer
application with great imagination that have added great usefulness to the mobile devices. This has
resulted in major mobile companies and software development companies to come up with mobile
operating systems to run these apps like iOS, Android and Windows Mobile are the prominent
among them. But one limitation in this development of multiple platforms was that many apps are
not portable to other platforms. BlueStacks has addressed this issue with their application called
Android App Player which has made it possible to run android on PC. This has helped greatly by
using android apps for windows based PCs.

BlueStacks has released alpha version of an application by name BlueStacks App Player which
allows the apps designed for Android platform to run on Microsoft Windows platform which the most
commonly used operating system running PCs. With the help of BlueStacks App Player you can run
android on PC like any other application you download over the internet. This is available as free
download at the company website. The technical breakthrough achieve in the development of this
program, provides a virtualization layer. Because of this you do not need to run the two operating
systems separately. The App Player simply allows other app to run on your machine as if you are
directly running these apps on the Windows platform. It will make all the android apps to be run as
apps for windows operating system. As you are aware, there are thousands of apps available for
android and most of these can be run from your PC. These apps can be run in full screen mode
also. You can also access exciting apps and hundred of games to enjoy on your PC. It is possible
for you to push the android apps on your mobile on to your BlueStacks App Player installed on your
PC. The program will definitely give access to the exciting apps which are running on the mobile
space.
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BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a alchemy on pc and enjoy the a
google cloud and a run android on PC.
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